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We outline and investigate a set of benchmark simplified models with the aim of providing a minimal
simple framework for an interpretation of the existing and forthcoming searches of dark matter particles
at the LHC. The simplified models we consider provide microscopic QFT descriptions of interactions
between the Standard Model partons and the dark sector particles mediated by the four basic types of
messenger fields: scalar, pseudoscalar, vector and axial-vector. Our benchmark models are characterized
by four to five parameters, including the mediator mass and width, the dark matter mass and the effective
coupling(s). In the gluon fusion production channel we resolve the top quark in the loop and compute full
top-mass effects for scalar and pseudoscalar messengers. We show the LHC limits and reach at 8 and
14 TeV for models with all four messenger types. We also outline the complementarity of direct detection,
indirect detection and LHC bounds for dark matter searches. Finally, we investigate the effects which arise
from extending the simplified model to include potential new physics contributions in production. Using
the scalar mediator as an example, we study the impact of heavy new physics loops which interfere with the
top-mediated loops. Our computations are performed within the MCFM framework, and we provide fully
flexible public Monte Carlo implementation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.91.055009 PACS numbers: 95.30.Cq, 12.60.Cn, 12.38.Bx
I. INTRODUCTION
Many extensions of the Standard Model (SM) predict
the existence of dark particles that can be produced in
collisions of ordinary matter but are not directly measurable
in the LHC’s multipurpose experiments. When measuring
the radiation in a scattering event, dark particles would
manifest themselves as missing transverse energy, i.e. as
an imbalance of the total transverse momentum in the
event. Dark particles constitute the dark sector, which plays
a special role in any comprehensive beyond-the-Standard-
Model (BSM) description of particle physics: some of the
dark sector particles can be cosmologically stable,1 and as
such they give rise to the dark matter. Nontrivial dark
sectors can also contain massless vector fields which
contribute to the dark radiation in the Universe. The fact
that dark matter (DM) and dark radiation give the dominant
contributions to the matter and radiation in the Universe is
one of the clearest indications that the Standard Model is
incomplete and new physics effects must be present in a
more fundamental theory of particle interactions.
While dark sectors can be complex, resulting in a rich
and varied BSM phenomenology, they have one universal
feature which is of particular importance: dark matter
particles can interact with visible matter by exchanging a
mediator field. When studying scenarios for the production
of dark particles at colliders, we consider processes in
which a mediator is produced initially in the course of the
hadron-hadron collision. This mediator then subsequently
decays, either back to SM degrees of freedom or into the
dark sector particles. These latter channels will correspond
to events with missing transverse energy at colliders. There
is no a priori requirement that the mediator decay directly
into cosmologically stable DM; all decays into dark
particles which are stable at collider scales or do not result
in measured displaced vertices will manifest themselves as
missing energy. In this sense it is the production and the
role of the mediator particle(s) which is of key importance
in the collider searches for dark sectors; the actual dark
matter is a derivative.
Depending on the nature of the mediator field (arguably
the most interesting choices being a vector, axial vector,
scalar or a pseudoscalar), different mediator production
mechanisms can occur. For vectors and axial vectors,
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1This is usually a result of an automatic or imposed discrete
symmetry present in the dark sector.
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acommon assumption is that the dominant production
mechanism is the quark-antiquark annihilation at tree level.
For scalars and pseudoscalars, on the other hand, the gluon
fusion processes are more relevant. This is inspired by
the recent Higgs discovery and assumes that the coupling
strength of the new scalars to Standard Model fermions is
proportional to their SM Yukawa couplings.
Inferring the existence of dark particles in collider
experiments requires them to recoil against visible radia-
tion. Since the recoil object need not be essential in the
interaction which produces the mediator, a natural candi-
date for the tagging object is the emission of initial-state
radiation, which occurs at a high rate at the LHC. In these
monojet signatures a hard jet recoils against the invisible
particles. Events with several hard jets are often vetoed,
leaving Z=W þ jets as major Standard Model backgrounds.
In these events the transverse momentum of the jet sets the
energy scale of the hard interaction.
The mediating particle can couple directly or indirectly
to the initial-state partons; representative diagrams are
shown in Fig. 1. The diagram on the far right of Fig. 1
represents an example in which the mediator-SM inter-
action proceeds via a tree-level interaction with quarks.
The mediator can also couple to initial states indirectly; in
these instances the underlying production mechanism
corresponds to a loop-induced process; the middle diagram
in Fig. 1 illustrates this scenario. The propagating loop
particle can be integrated out, resulting in an effective
dimension-5 operator, illustrated in the leftmost diagram of
Fig. 1. This prescription is invalid if pT;j ≳OðmXÞ, where
mX is the mass of the loop particle. In the case of the top
quark, this can readily be achieved. On the other hand,
heavy colored states which couple to the mediator can be
integrated out provided ΛNP is much larger than the energy
scale where the operator is probed.
To be able to probe new physics models with particle
masses below the characteristic interaction scale of the hard
interaction, so-called simplified models were proposed [1]
which only make assumptions on the quantum numbers of
particles involved in the minimal processes at the micro-
scopic level, thereby correctly capturing the kinematic
features of the new physics model.
The simplified model framework for dark matter and
dark sector searches at colliders should constitute a list
of key relevant QFT interactions which first produce a
mediator particle in a proton-proton collision which sub-
sequently decays into other particles, including dark matter.
In general, such benchmark models would be characterized
by the production mechanism (e.g. qq¯ or gluon-gluon, etc.),
the type of the mediator (e.g. scalar, pseudoscalar, vector or
axial vector) and the decay channel (e.g. s-channel or
t-channel production of two dark matter fermions, or other
DM particle species). Secondly, each individual class of
these simple models should be characterized by an appro-
priately chosen minimal set of physically relevant param-
eters (coupling constants, masses and widths).
The uses of the simplified model approach in the context
of monojet and monophoton searches at colliders and the
discussion of its scope have become particularly relevant
now in the light of the forthcoming run II of the LHC. The
emerging framework is attracting a fair amount of attention
in the collider and phenomenology communities. Two recent
overviews [2,3] give an example of this. The aim of the
present paper is to go beyond the Born-level processes of
dark matter production in the quark-antiquark channel and
include processes with gluons in the initial state.
The authors of Ref. [2] have discussed examples of
tree-level benchmark processes relevant for interpreting
DM searches at colliders, specifically quark-antiquark
s-channel processes mediated by scalar ðSÞsqq¯ and vector
ðVÞsqq¯ messengers, and the t-channel processes mediated by
colored scalar ðCSÞtqq¯ messengers. They have also consid-
ered gluon fusion via dimension-5 effective field theory
(EFT) operators mediated by scalar ðSÞEFTgg and pseudosca-
lar messengers ðPÞEFTgg and have commented on EFT models
in which DM coupled preferentially to the third generation.
We will extend these considerations by computing gluon
fusion processes at one-loop level in a microscopic theory
and apply this analysis to simplified DM models with
scalar (S) and pseudoscalar (P) mediators. To enable a
direct comparison between models with different mediator
types for the LHC reach, we will also reevaluate the
predictions of vector (V) and axial-vector (A) mediators
produced in the quark-antiquark channel.
FIG. 1. Representative Feynman graphs for gluon and quark induced monojet processes. The particle X can be either a scalar,
pseudoscalar, vector or axial-vector mediator. The left diagram shows an effective operator approximation of the mediator coupling to
gluons. The middle graph represents the full description of the same process, including the fermion mass dependence in the loop, while
the right graph depicts a mediator produced in a quark-antiquark annihilation.
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Our work is also complementary to the recent white
paper [3] which has concentrated specifically on the cases
of vector and axial-vector messengers in the qq¯ channel.
More generally, i.e. going beyond the point at which
specific mediator types are included, Ref. [3] has addressed
an important task of identifying the minimal number of
relevant parameters characterizing simplified models for
DM collider searches. Their proposal is to select four
parameters: the DM mass mDM, the mediator mass mMED,
and the two coupling constants: gSM, characterizing the
coupling of the SM quarks to the mediator, and gDM, which
is the coupling of the mediator to dark particles.
We would like to emphasize here the importance of the
mediator width ΓMED, which we will treat as an indepen-
dent parameter inherent in the characterization of the
simplified models. The impact of ΓMED in monojet searches
has already been discussed in earlier literature, see e.g.
Refs. [4–8]. The DM production cross section at colliders
scales numerically as σ ∝ g2SMg2DM=ðm4MEDΓMEDÞ, i.e.
inversely proportional to the width, leading to a resonant
enhancement of the cross section at small values of ΓMED,
as pointed out in Ref. [3].
In the approach of Refs. [3,9], the messenger width was
computed within the simplified model itself. But this
assumes that the messenger can only decay into the DM
particles as well as the qq¯ pairs from which it was produced
in the first place. This is a strong assumption which we are
not prepared to apply universally, as this would exclude the
possibility of mediators decaying into anything except a
single species of the cosmologically stable DM within the
dark sector (and would also limit the decay possibilities
into SM particles). Instead, as already pointed out above,
we will treat ΓMED as a free parameter which we will
vary and whose minimal value should not be less than
the calculated width into DM and the appropriate SM
channels.2 We advocate the approach with four parameters:
mMED, ΓMED, mDM and the product of the couplings of the
mediator to the SM and to DM particles, g2eff . In order to
provide a fully flexible Monte Carlo tool for experimental
studies we have implemented the models described above
in the MCFM framework [13–15]. The results of this paper
extend the existing dark matter processes in MCFM [6],
which focused primarily on NLO corrections in the
effective field theory approach (matching to parton showers
was achieved in Ref. [16]). The results we present here will
be available in the next public release of MCFM.
This paper is organized as follows: We first briefly
discuss the limitations of the EFT approach at collider
searches and proceed to define and set up the simplified
models we study in Sec. II. In Sec. III we assemble the
necessary formulas for DM scattering cross sections for our
models relevant to direct detection and indirect detection
of DM experiments. In Sec. IV we discuss the event
generation and reconstruction as well as existing measure-
ments for monojet final states, and we proceed to present
limits and projections for our simplified models. Following
this, in Sec. V we extend our simplified models to allow
for the possibility of additional contributions of new very
heavy particles to the mediator production mechanism from
initial-state gluons. In the Appendix, for the convenience of
the reader, we list the basic amplitudes for a scalar mediator
plus jet production in the spinor helicity formalism. Our
conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.
II. SIMPLIFIED MODELS
In this article we focus primarily on monojet searches,
induced by a mediator interaction between gluons and dark
particles. We stress here that collider limits apply whether
the dark particles are dark matter candidates or not, i.e. no
assumption on their cosmic abundance or astrophysical
production mechanism is required.
The promising kinematics of the monojet signature
[17–21] was appreciated for new physics searches several
years ago [22–25]. Models studied include those with extra
dimensions [26] to compressed SUSY spectra [27–29].
More recently it was also argued that this configuration can
constrain dark sectors in a fairly model-independent way
[5,25,30–34]. To limit the number of free parameters and to
facilitate the interpretation and cross correlation of mea-
surements at colliders and direct detection experiments,
effective operators were proposed to parametrize the signal
hypotheses, i.e. the contributions of new physics models.
A priori, following the discussion in Ref. [35], the use of
effective operators in constraining new physics scenarios in
a fairly model-independent way is a legitimate approach in
parts of the model parameter space. Differential distribu-
tions can always be used to constrain the Wilson coef-
ficients Ci of specific effective operators Oi. It needs to be
kept in mind, however, that these constraints are only
meaningful when the scale at which the operators are
probed is below the validity region of the effective theory,
e.g.
ﬃﬃˆ
s
p
≪ ΛNP. This constraint results in the red vertical
line of Fig. 2. Because Ci ∼ gNP=ΛNP, a constraint from a
measurement on the Wilson coefficient translates into a
diagonal curve, depicted in black in Fig. 2, resulting in four
regions of the parameter space of new physics models.
While the sectors left of the vertical red line are outside
the validity range of the effective theory, only the models
that fall into the green region could be constrained by the
measurement. More specifically, when aiming for an
interpretation of the constraint on the effective operator
in terms of a new physics model, models that are con-
strained have to have a high new physics scale, i.e.
2Recently, while this paper was being finalized, Ref. [10]
appeared, considering scalar and pseudoscalar mediators in the
gluon fusion channel and also pointing out the importance of
keeping the mediator width a free parameter. Limits for invisible
decays of the Higgs boson in monojet measurements, taking the
full top-mass dependence into account, have been obtained in
recent years [11,12].
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ﬃﬃˆ
s
p
< ΛNP ≃mNP, and a large coupling gNP. This can
require the dark particles to be strongly coupled to the
visible sector, which further complicates the interpretation.
Therefore, a reliable interpretation of collider searches
of dark matter particles should be based on basic QFT
interactions where all intermediate propagating degrees of
freedom in a given process are explicitly taken into account
[2,36–39]. Unsurprisingly, contributions due to light
degrees of freedom have been found to be significant for
limit setting [4,6,8,40–42].
In order to model mediator production, we will consider
simplified models with the mediators to the dark sector
associated with scalar S, pseudoscalar P, vector Z0 and
axial-vector Z00 fields with interactions:
Lscalar ⊃ −
1
2
m2MEDS
2 − gDMSχ¯χ − gtSMSt¯t − gbSMSb¯b; ð1Þ
Lpseudo-scalar ⊃ −
1
2
m2MEDP
2 − gDMPχ¯γ5χ
− gtSMPt¯γ5t − gbSMPb¯γ5b; ð2Þ
Lvector ⊃
1
2
m2MEDZ
0
μZ0μ − gDMZ0μχ¯γμχ −
X
q
gqSMZ
0
μq¯γμq;
ð3Þ
Laxial ⊃
1
2
m2MEDZ
00
μZ00μ − gDMZ00μχ¯γμγ5χ −
X
q
gqSMZ
00
μq¯γμγ5q:
ð4Þ
Two types of coupling constants appear in these equations:
gSM, which collectively denote the couplings between
messenger fields and Standard Model particles, and gDM,
which are couplings of the messenger to the dark sector χ
particles. We have assumed that the scalar and pseudoscalar
messengers are coupled only to top and bottom quarks
with the Yukawa-type coupling denoted gt;bSM in Eqs. (1)
and (2)—these are the dominant interactions of (pseudo)
scalars with the SM fermions; in fact, in most cases only the
couplings to tops are important. Phenomenologically this
resembles models with minimal flavor violation [43] and a
SM-Yukawa-like hierarchy for the mediator-fermion inter-
actions. The couplings of messengers to all six flavors of
SM quarks are taken to be proportional to the correspond-
ing Higgs Yukawa couplings, yq, and to make our defi-
nitions look symmetric we choose to parametrize the DM
couplings in a similar fashion, so that
for scalar & pseudoscalar messengers∶ gqSM ≡ gqyq;
gDM ≡ gχyχ ; where yχ ≡mχv ¼
mDM
v
: ð5Þ
The product of the top and χ couplings to messengers is
g2eff ≔ g
q
SMgDM ¼ gtgχytyχ ¼ gqgχ
mtmDM
v2
; ð6Þ
and we keep the scaling gq flavor universal for all quarks,
so gt ¼ gq.
All vectors and axial vectors are assumed to be coupled
to all quarks uniformly, hence the sums in Eqs. (3) and (4)
are over all quark flavors (with a universal gauge-type
coupling denoted gSM). For the axial-vector and vector
mediators we will use
g2eff ≔ gSMgDM: ð7Þ
In our setup, the Standard Model particles only interact
via the mediator with the invisible sector, i.e. the particle χ.
Thus, all amplitudes contributing to the processes we will
study in Secs. III–V are proportional to g2eff defined in
Eqs. (6) and (7).
It is important to stress that models derived from scalar
and pseudoscalar mediators provide some of the simplest
realizations of a nonminimal Higgs sector in which the
Standard Model Higgs interacts and can mix with the scalar
mediators. Following the Higgs discovery, there is a
renewed interest in the literature in Higgs portal models
where the scalar mediators are SM singlets but the SM
Higgs h interacts with them via the interaction λhpjHj2jΦj2.
The Higgs portal models with singlet scalar messengers
will be treated in the same way as general scalar mes-
sengers. These models provide a direct link with Higgs
physics and also include theoretical scenarios which
manifest a common origin of the electroweak and the
DM scales in nature as was recently explored in
Refs. [44–53].
FIG. 2 (color online). Figure taken from Ref. [35], schemati-
cally illustrating the valid interpretations of experimental results
in terms of EFTs. Experimental analyses set a bound on the
gNP=Λ, corresponding to the solid line; combinations of gNP and
Λ greater than this bound are excluded. However, if the experi-
ment was able to probe the scale of the new physics, then the EFT
prescription was invalid; this corresponds to all values left of the
vertical line.
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More specifically, consider the case where the mediator
is a complex scalar Φ which is a singlet of the SM and
interacts with it only via the portal interactions with the
Higgs:
Lportal ¼ λhpjHj2jΦj2 − gDMχ¯Φχ: ð8Þ
Furthermore, we assume that Φ is charged under the gauge
group of the dark sector and is coupled to other dark
particles [which in (8) for simplicity are taken to be the dark
fermions χ and χ¯, but this can be extended to include vector
and scalar dark particles]. In models which contain no input
mass scales in the microscopic Lagrangian, the vacuum
expectation value for the field Φ can be generated quantum
mechanically, e.g. via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism
[54] in the dark sector as explained in Ref. [44]. The VEV
hΦi then induces the vacuum expectation value v for the
Higgs field via the portal interaction in Eq. (8) and triggers
electroweak symmetry breaking. It also generates the mass
scale mDM ¼ gDMhΦi in the dark sector. Thus, in this class
of models the electroweak scale and dark matter scale
have a common origin. To see that such Higgs portal
models continue to be described effectively by the minimal
simplified model in Eq. (1), we rewrite (8) after electro-
weak symmetry breaking, in unitary gauge, as
Lportal ⊃ 2λhphΦivϕhþ λhpv2ϕ2 þ λhphΦi2h2
− gDMχ¯ðhΦi þ ϕÞχ: ð9Þ
Transforming into the mass eigenstate basis, we find two
scalar resonances h1 and h2, both of which interact with the
Standard Model and the dark sector. Either state can be
identified with S in Eq. (1).3
Following a similar line of reasoning for the case where
the pseudoscalar can develop a VEV and CP is not a good
quantum number, we can map the Higgs portal interactions
to the form of Eq. (2).
We note that the scalar and pseudoscalar Lagrangians
defined above are compatible with the principle of minimal
flavor violation. If, on the other hand, one were to relax this
constraint, one could define a scalar (and pseudoscalar)
Lagrangian in which the mediating particle couples directly
to the light quark species, with no Yukawa suppression. In
these instances the phenomenology of the signal changes
substantially, since the production mechanism is now
identical to vector and axial-vector mediators. As a result,
the phenomenology of these signatures (LHC limits and
cross sections) are similar in size to those obtained using
the vector and axial mediators (the major differences arising
from a scalar mediator in an isotropic final state with no
spin correlations). We note that these processes are avail-
able in MCFM [6], and the analysis we present here could be
applied easily to these models; however, for brevity we do
not consider them in this paper.
A. The mediator width
We would now like to discuss the impact of the mediator
width in our simplified models. Given the models specified
in Eqs. (1)–(4) with democratic quark-(axial-)vector and
Yukawa-type quark-scalar interactions, we obtain a lower
limit for the width of the mediator. For scalar and
pseudoscalar mediators, depending on their mass, decays
to heavy quarks may or may not be open (i.e. mMED is
required to be > 2mt for an open decay). In certain regions
of parameter space, loop-induced decays to vector bosons,
or extended dark sector decays, and off-shell decays (e.g.
to t t¯), may significantly enhance the “minimal widths”
which we define as
ΓV;AMED;min ¼ ΓV;Aχχ¯ þ
XNf
i¼1
NcΓV;Aqiq¯i þ NcΓV;Att¯ ; ð10Þ
ΓS;PMED;min ¼ ΓS;Pχχ¯ þ NcΓS;Ptt¯ ; ð11Þ
where Γχχ¯ is the mediator decay rate into two DM particles
(which here we assume are fermions χχ¯; modifications to
scalar dark matter are trivial to incorporate). The sum on the
right-hand side of the first equation is over the massless SM
quark flavors interacting with the vector and axial-vector
mediators. These widths are lower bounds on the total,
and as such we treat the width as a free parameter and
investigate the LHC phenomenology as a function of the
rescaled width. For decays into fermions, the partial widths
are defined as follows:
ΓV
ff¯
¼ g
2
fðm2MED þ 2m2fÞ
12πmMED
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 −
4m2f
m2MED
s
; ð12Þ
ΓA
ff¯
¼ g
2
fðm2MED − 4m2fÞ
12πmMED
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 −
4m2f
m2MED
s
; ð13Þ
ΓS
ff¯
¼ g
2
fm
2
fmMED
8πv2

1 −
4m2f
m2MED
3
2
; ð14Þ
ΓP
ff¯
¼ g
2
fm
2
fmMED
8πv2

1 −
4m2f
m2MED
1
2
; ð15Þ
where mf denotes masses of either SM quarks q or DM
fermions χ, and the coupling constant gf denotes either gq
or gχ, as defined on the right-hand side of Eq. (5). In Fig. 3
we plot the minimal widths computed using Eqs. (10)–(15)
3For simplicity and concreteness, this paper concentrates on
the simplified models with mediators coupled to Dirac fermions χ
in the dark sector. These models can be extended to incorporate
scalar and vector dark matter particles as in Refs. [46–48] and
chiral fermions.
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for scalar and vector types of the mediators as functions of
the mediator mass, for two representative choices of DM
masses. As expected, the (pseudo)scalar models para-
metrized in terms of Yukawa couplings are much more
sensitive to the choice of DM mass. The hadronic
branching ratio for the vector mediator dominates the
decays (due to the combination of light flavors and color
factors NfNc), extended dark sectors could result in larger
branching ratios to the dark sector and thus increase the
width. For the scalar there are no light decays (apart from
bb¯, which can become important for light mediators), and
the relative enhancement/suppression of tt¯ decays scales
like Ncðmt=mDMÞ2.
In summary: The set of simplified models for dark
particle searches we study is defined by Eqs. (1)–(4). It
automatically accounts for Higgs portal models with scalar
and pseudoscalar messengers. In Sec. V we will further
extend the model in Eq. (1) by adding a new BSM
interaction (21).
Our simplified models are characterized by the type
of the mediator field, which can be a scalar, pseudoscalar,
vector or axial-vector particle. There are four (five) types of
input parameters involved in this description: the mediator
mass mDM, the mediator width ΓDM, the dark particle mass
mDM and an appropriately defined coupling constant (or
constants) to characterize the combined effect of the SM-
mediator and the mediator-dark-sector interaction.
We use gSMgDM as the input effective coupling parameter
for the vector and axial-vector cases (3)–(4). In the cases of
scalar and pseudoscalar mediators (1)–(2) we choose to
scale the couplings with the SM Yukawas and use the
product of scaling factors gqgχ defined in (5) as the input
effective coupling parameter.4 (The extended model studied
in Sec. V will contain an additional coupling gg.)
III. DIRECT AND INDIRECT DETECTION LIMITS
If we make the assumption that the particle χ of
Eqs. (1)–(4) is a dark matter candidate, accounting for
the observed dark matter abundance in the Universe, we
can derive limits on our simplified models from low-energy
interactions, i.e. direct and indirect detection experiments.
Direct detection experiments measure the recoil of the
nucleus of which the dark matter particle scatters off. Our
limits are based on measurements by LUX [55–57], which
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FIG. 3 (color online). Minimal width as a function of the mediator mass for scalar and vector operators, with two different DM mass
choices. Individual partial width contributions are illustrated.
4The choice of what is treated as the input coupling parameter
for (pseudo)scalar mediators, namely the combination ðgSM=yqÞðgDM=yχÞ, or ðgSM=yqÞgDM, or the original couplings gSMgDM, is
of course only a simple reparametrization which only affects
which dimensionless parameters are held fixed when one varies
the mass parameters for the mediators/dark particles in the plots.
We have chosen the first combination, and the authors of Ref. [10]
used the second, while the vector cases of course have no
Yukawas to scale. In any case, this is a simple reparametrization.
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currently provides the strongest bounds for mDM ≳ 6 GeV.
In these settings dark matter particles are assumed to be
nonrelativistic, the momentum transfer (depicted in the
right diagram of Fig. 1) is small and describing the
interaction in terms of effective operators is justified as
long as OðmMEDÞ ≳ 1 GeV.
For the calculation of the scattering cross section of a
dark matter particle scattering spin independently via a
vector mediator off a proton, we find
σVχp ¼
9
π
g2DMg
2
SMρ
2
m4MED
; ð16Þ
and for the scalar, interacting with the nuclei only via the
gluons, we use [58–60]
σSχp ¼
ρ2
π
mpmt
gtytgχyχ
m2MED
2
27
fTG
2; ð17Þ
where ρ ¼ mDMmp=ðmDM þmpÞ is the reduced mass and
fTG ≃ 0.9 [61].
Axial-vector mediators result in spin-dependent dark-
matter-proton scatterings, with the cross section described
by [62]
σAχp ¼
3
π
g2DMg
2
SMa
2ρ2
m4MED
; ð18Þ
with a ¼ Δuþ Δdþ Δs≃ 0.43 [8,61], assuming demo-
cratic couplings to all quark flavors. We compare the
predicted cross sections with the combined bounds of
WIMP-proton-scattering limits of PICASSO [63],
COUPP [64] and SIMPLE [65].
While direct detection experiments can give strong
constraints for the vectors and the scalar mediator, the
scattering of a pseudoscalar off a nucleus is strongly
velocity dependent and vanishes in the nonrelativistic limit.
Therefore, for pseudoscalars, taking existing limits into
account [66,67], indirect detection experiments can result
in stronger bounds than direct detection experiments
[68,69]. For the simplified model of Eq. (2), using the
s-wave velocity-averaged DM annihilation cross section
into b¯b,
hσviP
b¯b
¼ NC
2π
ðybgbÞ2ðyχgχÞ2m2DM
ðm2MED − 4m2DMÞ2 þm2MEDΓ2MED
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 −
m2b
m2DM
s
;
ð19Þ
we can derive a bound on the parameters in the b¯b channel
[66]. As always, the scaling factors gq are kept flavor
universal, so gb ¼ gt ¼ gq in these equations.
In all four expressions for the cross sections (16)–(19) for
scalar and pseudoscalar mediators we will keep gq and gχ
fixed, while for vector and axial-vector mediators we fix
gSM and gDM.
IV. SEARCHES AT THE LHC
A. Event generation and final-state reconstruction
We generate the processes pp → ðX → χ¯χÞ þ jet where
X can be a vector, axial vector, scalar or pseudoscalar using
MCFM. The existing implementation of DM process in
MCFM (described in Ref. [6]) consisted of NLO predic-
tions for vector, axial-vector, scalar and pseudoscalar
mediators in the effective field theory prescription; in
addition, LO processes involving a scalar mediator and
top quark loop were also included. In the previous version,
propagating resonances were included for the above proc-
ess in an ad hoc manner in which the user specified the
value of the width, mediator mass and couplings, in
addition to the mass of the dark matter particle. We have
extended the code to include the LO process in which a
pseudoscalar mediator couples to the top quark loop, and
parameterized the code in terms of the simplified models
described in the previous section. In addition, we have
included heavy new physics in the loop for scalar and
pseudoscalar mediators, but we postpone discussion of
these effects to the next section. These extensions to the
code will be released publicly in the next version
of MCFM.
The generated signal samples are showered using Pythia
8 [70] with tune 4C. The background yield for our 8 TeV
limits is entirely inferred from the CMS monojet searches
[20]. To emulate the detector performance, the showered
samples are clustered using the anti-kT [71] algorithm with
a cone size of 0.4. The resulting three leading jets with a pT
above 15 GeV are smeared following the resolution
functions quoted by CMS [72]. The remaining hadronic
recoil is smeared following the MET resolution quoted
in Ref. [73].
For the 14 TeV analysis, the two leading backgrounds
(Z → νν andW → lν ) are generated using MadGraph [74]
and are smeared according to the same scheme discussed in
the previous paragraph. From these samples a kinematic
scale factor is obtained. The cross sections for all other
process, excluding the tb¯ and single top, are obtained by
scaling the 8 TeV predictions in the CMS analysis by the
NLO scale factor from 8 TeV to 14 TeVobtained in MCFM
[14]. For the top and tt¯ backgrounds, the partial NNLO
cross sections are used [75].
To be able to reinterpret the CMS monojet search in
terms of the simplified models of Eqs. (1)–(4), we follow
the event selection of Ref. [20] closely. The signal
extraction region requires a EmissT > 200 GeV, which is
beyond the plateau efficiency and thus very close to 100%.
The hardest jet in the event must fulfill pT;j1 ≥ 110 GeV
and jηj < 2.4. We accept events with a second jet if
pT;j2 ≥ 30 GeV, jηj < 5.0 and provided the azimuthal
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angle between the two jets is less than 1.8 radians, i.e.
Δϕj1;j2 < 1.8. We veto events with more than two jets. To
optimize the sensitivity of the analysis with respect to
varying dark matter and mediator masses, the exclusion
limits are based on seven phase space regions distinguished
by EmissT > ð250; 300; 350; 400; 450; 500; 550Þ GeV.
The limits shown in this section are based on the most
sensitive of the seven regions, respectively. For each signal
model, the seven regions are scanned, taking the most
sensitive result obtained by scanning the individual regions.
The limit computation is preformed in the same manner as
that in the CMS analysis, profiling the likelihood and
obtaining the 90% confidence level using the CLS pro-
cedure. Both the systematics and statistical uncertainties
as described in the CMS monojet analysis are taken into
account. As a cross check, the cross section limit results
were reproduced to within 3%. For 14 TeV we use the same
reconstruction approach, keeping the same systematics, but
scaling the yields by the predicted scale factors.
In Fig. 4 we present a series of differential distributions
obtained using the prescription defined above, focusing
primarily on the case of a scalar mediator. Most of the
kinematic properties can be inferred from the on-shell
condition for the mediator, namely
ðEminT Þ2 þ 4m2DM < sχχ¯ ∼M2X: ð20Þ
As the mediator particle becomes heavier, the missing
transverse energy spectrum becomes harder, as illustrated
by the top-left plot in Fig. 4. The lower-left plot in Fig. 4
illustrates the jet pT dependence on the width. Broader
widths result in a spreading of sχχ¯ ; however, events which
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become more energetic are additionally damped by PDF
suppression. Therefore, as particles acquire broader widths,
distributions are naturally softened relative to the narrow-
width case. Finally, the lower-right plot in Fig. 4 illustrates
the differences in the MET spectrum associated with the
production mechanism; the gluon induced scalar and
pseudoscalar processes result in a harder spectrum.
Small kinematic differences are observed between each
of the gluon induced processes or vector induced processes.
The largest modifications to the kinematic shape come
from variations in the mediator mass, and variation in the
width. When scanning the dark matter mass, visible
modifications of the kinematics shapes are only present
for off-shell masses.
B. Experimental searches
In Fig. 5 we plot the limits on the LHC cross section
at 8 TeV and projected limits at 14 TeV for scalar,
pseudoscalar, vector and axial-vector mediators, as the
function of the mediator mass. For the χ-particle dark
matter mass we have chosen a relatively small value of
10 GeV, although the results obtained for heavier dark
matter were found to be similar. The kinematics of the
process is then completely specified once a coupling is set,
since this fixes the minimal width of the mediator. For the
coupling parameters we choose gg ¼ gχ ¼ 1 in the scalar
and pseudoscalar case, and gSM ¼ gDM ¼ 0.5 for (axial)
vectors. With the kinematics of the model fixed, the
properties of the model allow a limit on a cross section
to be derived. From the derived limit, a value, μ, is obtained
which refers to the ratio of the excluded cross section with
respect to the predicted cross section as determined by the
couplings and width constraint. Translating the constraint
on μ to direct constraints on the couplings, g, requires
propagating the cross section dependence of both the
couplings and the width. Values with μ < 1 typically
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indicate that the excluded couplings and width are smaller
than the tested model.
In each plot we show the exclusion contours for different
choices of the mediator width ΓMED, starting with the
minimal width Γmin computed in each model for the given
choice of parameters, and then scaling it upwards as
2 × Γmin, 5 × Γmin and 10 × Γmin. We quote this in terms
of both a cross section limit and μ. For low values of the
mediator mass, we find an exclusion of order unity in μ.
Additionally, we observe that increasing the energy from 8
to 14 TeV results in a sizable increase in the limit for heavy
(>1 TeV) mediators.
In order to obtain relevant exclusion limits for our
simplified models, we must compare the predicted value
of the cross section for a given parameter set against the
limit set by the LHC (e.g. in Fig. 5). We present the
constrained region as a function of the dark matter and
mediator mass in Fig. 6.
To highlight the complementarity between the LHC
limits and the direct detection (DD) experiments we present
them on the same plots in Fig. 6. We stress, however, that
the direct comparison between the collider limits on the
production of a dark sector particle χ and the exclusion
limits from direct detection and indirect detection (ID)
dark matter experiments is only sensible for χ being the
cosmologically stable DM. More generally, if χ is a
representative of the dark sector and is only stable on
collider time scales, but not cosmologically, DD and ID
bounds are severely diluted relative to the LHC limits in
Fig. 6, or even not applicable.
We find that for our vector and axial-vector models
described above, the LHC at 8 TeV can exclude mediator
masses of <1 TeV and dark matter masses of less than
around 200 GeV. Our 14 TeV LHC at 20 fb−1 projection
contours improve these, roughly speaking, by a factor of 2.
Note, however, that the collider limits are strongly depen-
dent on the width of the mediator particle (due to the Γ−1MED
scaling of the cross section); if the width is increased the
limits become substantially weaker.5 For direct detection
experiments the limits for axial and vector are very
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5Note that due to the shape of the LHC exclusions for different
limits in Fig. 5, this is not a simple Γ−1MED relation.
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different, which, as is well established, is due to the spin-
independent versus spin-dependent nature of particular
processes. For the spin-independent vector scattering, the
direct detection experiments cover almost the entire avail-
able phase space in the plot (apart from very light DM
< 5 GeV scenarios which fall below the threshold energy
of the detector). On the other hand, spin-dependent
interactions are not as strongly constrained by DD experi-
ments; here constraints are strong for light mediators but
fall off quickly for heavier mediators. The complementarity
of DD and collider experiments can scarcely be made more
apparent than this plot illustrates.
Direct- and indirect-detection experiments are more
constrained by the mediator mass than the dark matter
mass [cf. Eqs. (16)–(19)], and as a result, are able to
exclude a wider range of dark matter masses, at a cost of a
smaller constraint on the mediator mass. For the scalar and
pseudoscalar case, no collider limit can be set with our
choice of gχ ¼ gq ¼ 1—that is to say, experiments cannot
presently exclude parameters arising from a model in which
both couplings are exactly Higgs-like (formDM ¼ 10 GeV,
at least). From the lower panels of Fig. 5 it is clear that if we
increase the signal by a factor of μ ¼ 100, then limits can
be derived. Note that this scale factor is not completely
unmotivated; the width of the mediator for scalar and
pseudoscalar mediators in our model is dominated by tt¯
decays (in particular for light DM). Therefore, increasing
the cross section by a factor of 100 is approximately
equivalent to changing gχ → 10gχ . Since we defined
gDM ¼ gχmDM=v, increasing the coupling by a factor of
10 for light DM is completely plausible, for light dark
matter, e.g. mDM ≲ 25 GeV, such that we remain well
within the perturbative regime of gDM ≲ 1, and is basically
equivalent to not requiring the mediator-χ interaction to
scale like a Yukawa coupling. We note that the LUX
and FERMI-LAT contours shown on the scalar and
pseudoscalar plots of Fig. 6 are obtained with the same
rescaling, illustrating the challenge of searching for scalar
mediators at all kinds of experiments. Extending the LHC
reach to 14 TeV provides more stringent bounds, since the
larger center-of-mass energy allows heavier mediators to be
probed.
Plots presented in Fig. 7 illustrate the contours of the
required μ-factor necessary to enhance the signal for
pseudoscalar messenger models to set a 90% C.L. at
14 TeV LHC assuming the minimal width. The question
of whether a parameter point is visible at the LHC depends
on the ability to separate signal processes from the back-
ground. A better background rejection will boost sensitivity
independently of the signal parametrization, and the real
analysis sensitivity is likely to improve by a substantial
amount. Hence, this figure only serves as a baseline for our
current sensitivity. The plot on the right of Fig. 7 zooms
into the relatively low DM mass region of the parameter
space for pseudoscalar mediators where the data from
indirect detection experiments become relevant.
Finally, in Figs. 8 and 9 we show the plots in terms of
the spin-dependent and the spin-independent DM-neutron
cross sections for a more traditional comparison of collider
limits in terms of our simplified models with the limits/
projections from the direct- and indirect-detection experi-
ments computed using cross-section formulas in Sec. III.
We compare the results in the σ −mMED and σ −mDM
planes. The general pattern of Fig. 6 is reproduced, with
spin-independent results from LUX providing the strongest
bounds; for the axial and scalar cases the example we have
chosen to illustrate is for a mediator which is too heavy to
be efficiently probed at DD experiments, resulting in
stronger bounds from the LHC.
In Fig. 10, we show the spin-dependent cross-section
limits deduced from the LHC projections and FERMI-LAT
now for a light 125 GeV mediator.
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V. EFFECTS OF HEAVY NEW PHYSICS ON
MEDIATOR PRODUCTION
In this section we investigate potential BSM effects which
may alter the production of the dark sector mediator. In
particular we focus on additional heavy degrees of freedom,
which are charged under SUðNcÞ. Since we assume that
these new degrees of freedom are heavy, we can work in the
limit in which the new states are integrated out (however, we
stress that the mediator remains a propagating particle). This
is achieved by including the following interaction in our
simplified model Lagrangian in Eq. (1):
LEFT ¼ gg
αs
12πv
STrðGμνGμνÞ: ð21Þ
For simplicity we have focused on the scalar mediator and
parameterized the Lagrangian in terms of a rescaled Higgs
EFT dimension-5 operator (in which the rescaling factor is
gg). Our extended simplified model now has an additional
parameter gg, resulting in a total of six free parameters.
In order to make predictions for the resulting model, we
need to extend the existing implementation of this process
in MCFM [6], which is based upon modified matrix
elements for Higgs production (computed originally in
Ref. [76]). The inclusion of Eq. (21) in the Lagrangian
results in a new term which interferes with the top loop
contribution at the amplitude level. Accordingly, we have
recomputed the production amplitude gg → gþ S and
qq¯→ gþ S in terms of helicity amplitudes. The results
for these amplitudes, which to the best of our knowledge,
have not been reported elsewhere, are included in the
Appendix. Representative Feynman diagrams from this
extended model are the first two diagrams in Fig. 1, with
the first representing the new BSM contribution assumed to
be induced by heavy colored particles.
In Fig. 11 we present the cross-section ratio σðgg ≠ 0Þ=
σðgg ¼ 0Þ computed in the extended simplified model.
Cross sections are obtained using the basic cuts described
in Sec. IV, i.e. we require pT;j1 ≥ 110 GeV and jηj < 2.4.
Since these are LO cross sections, an equivalent cut of
110 GeV is imposed upon the MET. Cross sections are
presented for the 14 TeV LHC, and CTEQ6L1 [77] PDF
sets have been used; the renormalization and factorization
scale are set to μ ¼ mχχ¯ . Parametrically, we expect a
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prediction which is of the form a0 þ a1gg þ a2g2g, and
we expect the curves presented in Fig. 11 illustrate this
functionality. We have chosen to illustrate two benchmark
points, which correspond to a situation in which the
(Yukawa-adjusted) mediator-top and mediator-DM cou-
pling are set equal (gt ¼ gχ ¼ 1), and a second scenario in
which the coupling to the top is damped gt ¼ gχ=10 ¼ 0.1.
Clearly, in the second scenario we expect a significantly
bigger contribution from the heavy particles in the loop,
since the top is suppressed. This is illustrated in Fig. 11,
for which we see enhancements of order 1–3 for the
democratic model, and 10–100 for the top-suppressed
model. The second case is analogous to the situation in the
production of a SM Higgs, in which the propagating
b-quark loops are suppressed relative to the top-quark
contribution, which can be evaluated in the heavy top
limit. We note that the shapes of the curves in Fig. 11 are
dominantly due to the relative importance of gt compared
to gg, and the mediator mass. The dependence on gχ
cancels in the ratio, as does the decay matrix element to
DM; therefore, although we chose a benchmark mass of
10 GeV, Fig. 11 would not be changed if a different mDM
were used.
Under the assumption that the scalar mediator proceeds
through a portal interaction with the Higgs boson, gg plays
the role of a mixing angle—if gg becomes large, significant
deviations from the SM Higgs should be expected, and
have not been observed. If instead the scalar is allowed to
couple to the heavy degrees of freedom in an arbitrary way,
then we interpret gg as a rescaling factor which relates the
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FIG. 9 (color online). Exclusion contours for the spin-dependent and spin-independent cross sections as in Fig. 8, now plotted as
functions of the dark matter mass. For the pseudoscalar mediator model, we show the indirect detection limits (using FERMI-LAT data
[66]). For the pseudoscalar we show 95% C.L. exclusion limits, while we show limits at 90% C.L. for the other mediators.
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coupling and mass scale of the dark sector to that of the EW
scale, i.e.
gg ∼
gNP
ΛNP
v
gw
: ð22Þ
In order for the EFT to be valid, we need to ensure that the
kinematic distributions are probed at scales less than ΛNP.
We present the differential distribution for the missing
transverse momentum in Fig. 12. At 14 TeV the tail of the
distribution probes scales of around a few TeV; setting
ΛNP ¼ 2 TeV and assuming gNP is Oð1Þ, we see that the
maximum gg which can be safely probed at the 14 TeV
LHC is around gg < 0.3. Figure 12 illustrates the usual
result—that higher-dimensional operators are relatively
less suppressed at high energies compared to their four-
dimensional counterparts. As a result, the impact of the gg
pieces can be reinterpreted as a momentum-dependent form
factor which modifies the four-dimensional Lagrangian.
The results presented in this section suggest that, should
a propagating resonance be found in the monojet channel
at the LHC, coupling constraints on loop-induced heavy
sector particles can be investigated, of which values
approximately gg < 0.3 correspond to theories in which
the EFT prescription is viable. These constraints may shed
light on extended sectors in the BSM theory which contain
heavy colored particles. In addition, if run II searches based
on the simplified models defined in Sec. II lead to null
results, then one can also test models in which the scalar
mediator and putative dark matter particles are light, but
FIG. 11 (color online). Cross-section ratios describing the impact of the five-dimensional contact interaction between gluons and the
scalar mediator. The ratio is computed for fixed gχ ¼ 1, and the plot on the left also sets gt ¼ 1, while on the right the top-mediator
coupling is weakened to gt ¼ 0.1. In both instances the width is evaluated as the minimal width. The dark matter mass is fixed at
mDM ¼ 100 GeV; the mediator mass is varied.
FIG. 12 (color online). The missing transverse energy (MET) differential distribution showing parton-level predictions obtained using
several choices of gg for a benchmark scenario in which the dark matter particles are 100 GeVand the mediator is 1 TeV. The plot on the
left corresponds to the democratic choice of mediator-top and mediator-DM coupling (gt ¼ gχ ¼ 1), while that on the right corresponds
to the case in which gt ¼ gχ=10 ¼ 0.1.
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only couple to the SM through a heavy colored messenger.
These instances correspond exactly to the situation in
which gg is nonzero, but gt ≪ gg; gχ . In theories with this
coupling structure the EFT becomes the dominant produc-
tion model, and although at the cost of an additional
parameter, gg should be included in the simplified model.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have defined benchmark or simplified models for
dark particle searches for the cases of scalar, pseudoscalar,
vector and axial-vector mediators between the SM and dark
sectors. These models are defined by the interaction in
Eqs. (1)–(4) and (21). Apart from the choice of mediator
type, these models are characterized in our approach by the
following free parameters:
(1) Mediator mass mMED.
(2) Mediator width ΓMED.
(3) Dark matter mass mDM.
(4) Effective coupling parameter gq · gχ for scalar and
pseudoscalar mediators (5), and gSM · gDM for axial-
vector and vector mediators.
In our examples here, we chose to study democratic
scenarios in which the couplings in the dark sector and
SM were equal; although this need not be the case, this
reduces the degrees of freedom from five to four. We have
implemented simplified models based on these parameters
into a fully flexible (and public) Monte Carlo code, MCFM.
We used MCFM to generate signal events, which were
processed through event and detector simulation for the
8 and 14 TeV LHC. We were then able to use a recent
CMS analysis to study benchmark points in our simplified
models, producing cross section limits, limits in the
mediator-dark matter mass plane, and cross section versus
mass limits.
The introduction of the simplified models greatly
increases the number of free parameters which enter
searches at the LHC. Previous iterations of experimental
results focused on the regime in which the mediator is
assumed to be heavy, such that an effective field theory
description is valid. In this setup one has to constrain one
parameter per operator, theWilson coefficient Ci. However,
at the LHC energies many interesting scenarios occur in
which the mediator can be produced on shell, which makes
the introduction of simplified models a useful tool. Future
iterations of LHC searches have the harder task of present-
ing results in this five-dimensional plane.
If the simplified model is extended to include colored
degrees of freedom, modifications can occur in the produc-
tion of the mediating particle. This is particularly relevant for
the scalar and pseudoscalar cases, which proceed at the one-
loop level. Heavy colored physics can couple directly to the
mediator and result in an additional five-dimensional con-
tribution to the Lagrangian. We investigated the impact
of this term for the scalar mediated case and found that
if the mediator-top coupling is damped, then significant
contributions to the production cross section can arise from
these terms. This is analogous to the situation in the SM, in
which the light bottom quark loops are much smaller than
the top quark loops (which can be treated in an effective field
theory approach).
We find that limitations of direct- and indirect-detection
experiments, i.e. velocity suppression and loop-suppressed
couplings to Standard Model particles, can be overcome by
LHC searches. Thus, the LHC provides a complementary
coverage of the dark sector parameter space with respect
to low-energy experiments. Importantly, if the invisible
particle is not stable on cosmological time scales, the LHC
can be the only experiment to probe the dark sector.
The search for dark matter whether in direct, indirect, or
collider experiments represents one of the most fascinating
and challenging goals for physics this century. The LHC is
about to enter a new era with the start of run II, and with this
the evolution of the LHC searches to incorporate more
complete UV models and include the region in which EFT
assumptions break down is a natural progression. The
simplified models we have discussed here provide a path-
way to achieving this.
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Note added.—Recently, Ref. [10] was posted on arXiv,
which also considers scalar and pseudoscalar mediators
in the gluon fusion channel and treats ΓMED as a free
parameter.
APPENDIX: AMPLITUDES FOR
gg→ Sþ g AND qq¯ → Sþ g
In this section we present the helicity amplitudes for
gg→ Sþ g and qq¯ → Sþ g in both the full and effective
field theories. Helicity amplitudes are defined in terms of
uðkiÞ where u represents a Weyl spinor of momentum ki,
with either positive or negative helicity. Basic spinor
products are then defined as
hiji ¼ hi−jjþi ¼ u¯−ðkiÞuþðkjÞ; ðA1Þ
½ij ¼ hiþjj−i ¼ u¯þðkiÞu−ðkjÞ: ðA2Þ
Kinematic invariants are constructed from products of the
above quantities:
hiji½ji ¼ 2kikj ¼ sij: ðA3Þ
Spinor strings are defined as follows:
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hijPkljj ¼ hijðkþ lÞjj ¼ hiki½kl þ hili½lj: ðA4Þ
We begin by presenting the gg → Sþ g amplitude with a propagating fermion of massmf in the loop. We decompose the
amplitude in terms of a kinematic primitive amplitude and normalization factors as follows:
A4ðS; 1h1g ; 2h2g ; 3h3g Þ ¼ NcðN2c − 1Þ
gfm2fgw
16π2MW

gsﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

3
AðS; 1h1g ; 2h2g ; 3h3g Þ: ðA5Þ
Of the possible helicity orderings, two can be chosen (þþþ, −þþ) from which all remaining amplitudes can be obtained
from conjugation and Bose symmetries. Theþþþ amplitude is given in terms of the following box (Di) and triangle ðCiÞ
scalar integrals:
AðS; 1þg ; 2þg ; 3þg Þ ¼
½21½31ð4m2f − s123Þ
h23i D1ðs13; s12; m
2
fÞ þ
s12 þ s13
h12ih13ih23i ð4m
2
f − s123ÞC1ðs23; s123; m2fÞ
þ f1↔3g þ f1↔2g

þ s123h12ih13ih23i : ðA6Þ
Here D1ðs; t; m2fÞ represents a box integral with a single off-shell leg (s123), which is specified completely by s- and
t-channel invariants, and C1ðs; t; m2fÞ represents the triangle integral with two legs s and t off shell. The second helicity
amplitude required also contains bubble integrals Bi:
AðS; 1þg ; 2þg ; 3þg Þ ¼ −
h12ih13i
h23i3 ð4s12s13 þ 12m
2
f − s223ÞD1ðs13; s12; m2fÞ þ 2
ðs12 þ s13Þ½32ð4m2f − s23Þ
h23i2½21½31 C1ðs23; s123; m
2
fÞ
þ
h12i½232ð4m2f − s23Þ
h23i½31 D1ðs12; s23; m
2
fÞ þ
4h12ih13is13
h23i C2ðs13; m
2
fÞ
þ

−4
h12ih13ih3jP12j3
h23i3 þ 2
s13h13i½322
h23i½21h3jP12j3
− 2
s23½233
½21½31h3jP12j3
− 4m2f

2
s13h13i½32
h23i2½21h3jP12j3
þ 4 h13i½32
3
h23i½21h3jP12j3
þ 2 ½32
3
h3jP12j3½21½31

C1ðs12; s123; m2fÞ
þ 8 h12ih13i½32ðs13 þ 2s123Þh23i2h3jP12j32
ðB1ðs12; m2fÞ − B1ðs123; m2fÞÞ þ f2↔3g

−
½322ðs12s13 þ s223Þ
h23i½21½31h3jP12j3h2jP13j2
: ðA7Þ
Here we have introduced additional triangle integrals C2ðs;m2fÞ which represent topologies with one off-shell leg (s) and
bubble integrals B1ðs;m2fÞ which depend on a scale s. The basis integrals in the above equations can be easily evaluated
using public packages; our implementation in MCFM uses QCDLoop [78].
The amplitude for qq¯→ Sþ g can be written as follows:
A4ðS; 1h1q¯ ; 2−h1q ; 3h3g Þ ¼ ðN2c − 1Þ
gfm2fgwg
3
s
16π2MW
AðS; 1h1q¯ ; 2−h1q ; 3h3g Þ: ðA8Þ
Here the primitive amplitude can be defined in terms of one helicity configuration (−þþ), with all other configurations
obtainable from line reversal and conjugation symmetries. Our primitive amplitude is
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Að1−q¯ ;2þq ;3þÞ ¼ 2
½232
½21 ðh3jP12j3− 4m
2
fÞC1ðs12; s123;m2fÞ− 4
h12i½322
h3jP12j32
ðB1ðs12;m2fÞ−B1ðs123;m2fÞ þ 4
½322
½21h3jP12j3
:
ðA9Þ
In addition to the amplitudes presented above, we will also need the mf → ∞ limit, which corresponds to amplitudes
computed in the effective field theory. These amplitudes have been computed in Ref. [79] and have the following form:
Amf→∞ðS; 1þg ; 2þg ; 3þg Þ ¼
s2123
h12ih23ih31i ; ðA10Þ
Amf→∞ðS; 1þg ; 2−g ; 3−g Þ ¼
h23i2
h12ih31i : ðA11Þ
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